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Scale and prioritize
high-performing
triggered emails with the
Wunderkind + Emarsys
Sender Integration.

Drive Sales
Wunderkind’s identification technology allows us
to identify when people on your Emarsys list are
on your site, which allows to retarget and convert
more users.
Scale List Growth
Our advanced targeting, behavioral triggers, and
onsite deployment help you capture emails and
grow your Emarsys list at unprecedented scale.
Increase Eﬀiciency
Our integration allows you to deliver trigger
emails in the same place as your Emarsys
marketing emails, enabling you to see all
analytics in one place.
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Performance Overview

All of our onsite, email, and text
campaigns are powered by identiﬁcation
#2

Wunderkind ID tech
recognizes the visitor

Wunderkind checks
subscription status in
real-time

bxid:
A32d4a3Smx3Gh

320 x
568px

email address:
cs223jfW2dal21aD73Lcl
phone number:
Ff399sScn2alA1cjD599q
device 2:
BVdd27vVK8nLaS

A.

Send a 1:1 message
to more visitors than is
otherwise possible

B.

Encourage sign-up
to grow your list and scale your
email and SMS program
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Product Overview

Wunderkind Suite
Identity Tech

Onsite

Email

Text

Drives list growth by promoting
opt-ins to anonymous traﬀic

Drives last-click revenue by
re-engaging users on your list
with content based on their visit

Drives last-click revenue with
automated & on-demand texts
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Recognizes your users and remembers their actions to scale one-to-one messaging

Solutions Built to Deliver Unmatched ROI
Our product and strategy teams are hyper focused on identifying
otherwise anonymous onsite visitors, scaling eligible subscriber lists
and triggered email & text revenue that results in unmatched ROI.

De-risked Investment with a Revenue Guarantee
Wunderkind guarantees additional email revenue performance
delivered over a 4-month pilot before rolling into an extended term.

Easy Onboarding
Wunderkind seamlessly integrates into a Client’s ESP, launching
campaigns in 45-60 days. We manage all strategy, creative, and
development work for launch.

Fully Managed, White-Glove Service
Wunderkind is a SaaS product and our team does all the lifting from
onboarding, campaign execution and reporting.
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Wunderkind’s
Diﬀerentiators

